
NMBHGC Minutes - Nov. 6, 2014

Exec. meeting: Discussion of re-safety/orientation implementation; contact 
George M. for CCW classes

General meeting; Meeting called to order at 7pm by VP George Magenta, 
followed by the Pledge of Allegiance
- Minutes from Oct. read (started at 7:30 not 7:00)- approved by vote. 
Question of orientation raised, answered by George and Bill; cards too 
old, need re-orientation to refresh memory, too many lost, insurance...
- Plan for re-safety/orientation outlined:
  2014- keys have been issued as usual; announcement at Oct. 2014 
meeting that effective  Oct. 2015, as per rules, no keys will be issued 
without a Range Safety/Orientation card and proof of NRA membership. 
5 yr. Safety/Orientation renewal begins.
  + 2015- no Safety/Orientation card?...get one by Oct meeting as no key 
will be issued without one. 
  + 2016- no Safety/Orientation card over 5 years old from issue date on 
card. Plenty of time to get renewed at Orientation.
  + 2017- no card over 5 yrs. as all should be renewed by Oct. every year, 
as needed, within the system. (Contact the Secretary with questions)
- Treasurer's report given, balance of $19,447.10 in account with
$15,312.43 in lead CD. Approved by vote.

Old Business:
1. New member intro, 3.

New Business:
1. Bob- Rendezvous this next year will be in August from the 3rd thru the 
8th. Seeking a Segundo (2nd in charge). Learn black powder shooting 
and all about the Mountain Men. Free membership for working entire 
Rendezvous. Chits for volunteers! BP discussion as well as possible 
future shoots.
2. Karma- BSA range cleanup, followed by shooting on Nov. 15th. 
Range closed during cleaning, ~8am to 11 or 12pm. An Eagle Scout 
project is available for the doing. From Bill, there are target stands that 



need fixed.
3. Bob- Dec. meeting is the Annual Potluck, so bring yourself and food 
for a short meeting and lots of eating.
4. On ending, Karma announced that Dan "the Webman" Morrison is 
likely moving to Florida. Justin Holcomb and Jeremy Vanderburg will 
be the new webmasters when Dan does move. Many, many thanks to 
Dan for creating the site a number of years ago and maintaining it these 
years.
5. Motion to adjourn, seconded and approved by vote. 


